Private Eye
Private Limited

30 years in the business can be the
game changer in our industry. Especially
in terms of recruitments, training, need
assessments and placements.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the last three decades, PEPL has kept
pace with changing needs in key verticals
that call for private security enforcements and
protection. 30 years can make a big difference
when you’re looking for a security agency, but here’s
what makes us different.

Today, as we take stock at Private Eye, we find ourselves
bigger, more experienced and better equipped to meet
the changing needs of a fast changing scenario. But our
commitment to business ethics above everything else
remains the same.

We run a security agency that places ethics and
professionalism above any other commercial
consideration. An agency that commits to invest
expertise, skills, resources and provide reliable solutions
to its clients – with a high degree of professional
integrity.
Way back in 1988, the core team at Private Eye had a
good start-up formula – a strong working background
in the defence services and public sector undertakings.
They brought in a high degree of discipline, process
efficiency and hands-on management experience.
It was a formula that helped them grow, specialize and
set new standards.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Incorporated in 1988, Private Eye Private
Limited has grown to be a leading security
services provider in South India. With
headquarters in Bangalore, we have full-fledged
branches in Mysore, Mangalore, Chennai, Kochi,
Trivandrum, Secunderabad and Mumbai. We also have
a satellite branch in Puducherry.

Since the delivery of service happens at client locations,
we need to have a system, process and interface logic
to make sure things work according to design and plan
– 24/7 extended to 365. And that’s something we have
evolved and fine tuned over the years to know the pulse
of our operations at every client location.

ON RELIABILITY

ON EXPERIENCE

Reliability according to us is perhaps the biggest
qualifier for a security agency – and should reflect in
every security transaction that happens in a working
day, or shift. Reliability is the key differential between a
security agency that stays on course, and the ones that
get left behind.

Our experience in specialized vertical markets gives
us deep insights to the ways we can meet customer
needs and align with the needs of individual teams,
departments and client locations. Our key differential is
in the quality and caliber of the people we bring to our
work teams – in terms of the right background, industry
exposure and skill sets. It’s a competitive edge that we
bring to each service vertical in our client portfolio.

At Private Eye we take reliability very seriously – it’s a
factor that is translated into every aspect of the security
function, and across different layers of security presence
and day-to-day throughput in terms of activities. And
that is what we bring to the table.

ON CLIENT ENGAGEMENT
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QUALITY OF WORK FORCE
At Private Eye, we think that the quality of your
work force determines the quality of efficiency
at a customer location. And this is reflective
right from handling routine tasks, to dealing
with unforeseen events, or eventualities. At the end of
the day, our inputs are about streamlining the security
response, with benefits in time management, process
control and task completion. For us at Private Eye,
each new day offers an opportunity to learn – helping
us improve workflow and customize inputs on future
responses.

QUALITY POLICY
Private Eye Private Limited
(PEPL) dedicates its people,
resources and investments
towards providing a high
degree of customer support
and service – validated by
stringent quality processes
that are calibrated at regular
intervals. Our quality policy
also dictates that we comply with the entire spectrum
of requirements under ISO 9001 and continually strive
towards maintaining and improving the prescribed set
of deliverables to our clients.

Among the skill sets our people are trained in and
exposed to, is the ability to interact with front office
automated and computer based systems for access
control and people management. We also have a
finishing school session for our trainees, to sensitize
them in correct manner of interaction and behavior
when it comes to dealing with people at different levels
and backgrounds.

QUALITY BENCHMARKING
•

To hire, train and place
the best people for the
right jobs, at the right
levels.

•

To deploy manpower
based on client briefing
and specifications.

•

To ensure a consistency in team efficiencies and
quality of security response.

•

To oversee, regulate and study team performance
at client locations for higher efficiency

•

To ensure an “open access” communication line
with clients for consultancy and support.

VISION STATEMENT

MISSION STATEMENT

To be role models and industry leaders in the
security industry – with high standards in terms of
professionalism, ethics, dedication and commitment.

To achieve our mission statement with the right
investments in people, resources, systems and
processes – ultimately meeting the needs of our clients
under stated objectives.
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SECURITY SERVICES
Currently, our scope of services broadly covers
security guards for perimeter protection, internal
departments, sections and work areas; security guards
for the protection of cargo; and security guards for
the individual working needs of specialized industry
verticals.

OVERVIEW OF SERVICES
The company works closely with human resource
teams at client locations to ensure fair and qualified
hiring procedures to ensure that a client’s best interests
are met in terms compliance and security needs.
•

We have a large and varied client base, giving us
the opportunity to study individual needs and
devise industry specific solutions. Many of our
clients have been with us for over 15 years.

•

We provide security guard teams to corporate
houses, software parks, and a host of other
commercial establishments. Our guards are
carefully recruited, trained and oriented for the
client locations they are assigned to.

•

Our team structure consists of Security Guards,
Assistant Protection Officers and Protection
Officers. A detailed assessment of client locations
helps us determine the right team composition
and head count.

•

We also provide security escort services for goods
and valuable materials in transit. This service can
be virtually extended countrywide. On a case-tocase basis, exact modalities can be discussed and
a dedicated team assigned to you.

•

Another key service that we offer is in the area
of security surveys, consultancy and threat level
assessments. This service can also be extended to
companies that are not currently on our client list.

Office complexes & software parks

Manufacturing & industrial areas

The hospitality industry – hotels,
resorts, health spas

Banks & financial institutions

Sports complexes

Schools & colleges

Malls & retail environments

Private Eye has a dedicated control room at its main
office to monitor the functioning of each customer
location – 24/7 (365). Clients can also contact filed
officers and branch managers for assistance.

Hospitals & diagnostic labs
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CUSTOMER ASSURANCE
What adds an additional level of reassurance
is experience in security routines and work
processes across a wide range of industry
domains, to meet a customer’s needs and security
briefings. In terms of efficiency and reliability, Private Eye
is known in the industry for high professional standards,
ethical procedures and demonstrated compliance
practices. The company has been consistently rated by
its clients for meeting or exceeding performance criteria
laid down by individual departments and teams.

Industry Level Compliance

NSDC Certification
We follow due diligence procedures with respect to
compliance. And this holds good to key procedural
compliances under Employee Service Scheme,
Professional Tax, Inco me Tax and Labor Laws.
Private Eye has ensured a clean record in the
management and running of the business. We meet
all prescribed statutory requirements and take pride in
saying that we have not been blacklisted or investigated
over the last 30 years, for non-compliance.

Our training programs are accredited with the National
Skill Development Council and have their seal of
approval. After the successful completion of training
at our academy, successful guards are awarded a
qualifying certificate from a government body.

PSARA Licensing

ISO Certification

Over the years, we have created a strong resource to
take care of critical security issues – ensuring reliable
security interventions at all times. And we “walk the
talk” when it comes to customer assurance – what we
say, we do, and what we do is well documented (and
open to inspection.) That’s how we build trust with our
clients.

PSARA guidelines have come into place to administer the
functioning of private security agencies – more importantly
to ensure that they operate within a legal framework and
are accountable to a regulatory mechanism.
We are fully licensed professionals, under the Private
Security Agencies Regulation Act of 2005 (PSARA). At
our sister concern, NSTA, we offer training as per PSARA
syllabus (section 05 of the rules.) We are also aligned to
guidelines under National Occupation Standards (NOS).

Being ISO 9001 certified means that we meet the
qualifiers under 9001 – defined under the Quality
Management System. We have currently upgraded to
ISO 9001:2015, which is focused on meeting customer
expectations and delivering customer satisfaction.
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PODUVATH RAVINDRANATH
Founder Director

SQN LDR JANARDANAN
Founder Director

Experience is the learning curve on growing with a
client’s needs – from a small one-location security
station, to a multi-unit, multi-location operation. Clients
want to see the capability of scaling up to meet growing
needs. This is crucial in today’s context.

Experience teaches you to anticipate early and handle
situations quickly – taking corrective action before a
problem gets too big to handle. In this respect, we are
truly experienced with a streamlined line of control for
speedy response, deployment and the capability to
take corrective and pre-emptive action.

Mr Poduvath Ravindranath has been in the vertical of
security and investigation for four decades and more. His
entire working life has revolved around it in some way or
the other. As he moved up the ladder and changed jobs
in this space, he was exposed to security aspects from
different viewpoints. Security at an operational level is
different from security at a planning or policy making
level. Security within a public sector company in India
is different from security at a private sector company.
Security from an employee viewpoint is different from
that of management and staffing considerations.

Sqn Ldr Janardanan currently serves as the Managing
Director and also heads the finance portfolio at
Private Eye. He oversees the planning, defining and
implementation of best practices in accounting
procedures and industry level compliances.
Among his key focus areas is the alignment of financial
management processes and systems to reflect accuracy
and transparency. His role also extends to enabling
independent teams to function as profit centers, or
profit support centers as the case may be – while
ensuring ethical norms and practices.

At the Private Eye, he provides strategic vision and
executive leadership for all business processes and
operations – in addition to advocating and promoting
constant renewal and organic growth – in line with our
mission, vision and core values. He also keeps an eye
on the future for change opportunities – in the areas of
market reach, customer acquisition and service delivery
standards.
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TRAINING INPUTS AT PEPL
At Private Eye, another qualifier from a client’s point of
view, is access to regular training. Our needs are met
by a training academy run by a sister concern. NSTA
has been set up for the primary purpose of training
and orienting new hires joining our ranks. Each batch
of trainees goes through client and project specific
training to prepare them for the task at hand. In addition
to primary training after recruitment, our guards go
through periodic upgrades to keep them abreast of
new training initiatives.
All internal teams placed by Private Eye at client
locations have the benefit of in-house training and
many years of on-location experience to ensure
reliability and efficiency. Team exposure covers typical
work routines, procedural matters relating to people
movement, and cargo protection. In some cases, also
includes exposure to IT systems linked to front office
management, employee movement and visitor traffic.

TRAINING WING HIGHLIGHTS
•

Training as per PSARA syllabus (section 05 of the
rules.) and aligned to guidelines under National
Occupation Standards (NOS).

•

Our training programmes are accredited with the
National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC)
and affiliated to MEPAC.

•

Successful candidates are awarded NSTA
certificates recognized by an appropriate authority
of the state government.

HOW A TRAINING FACILITY CAN HELP
•

A dedicated training facility can provide the right
foundation for young aspirants seeking a career in
security.

•

Regular ongoing training programs can help
guards upgrade on professional skills.

•

Training can motivate security personnel to
demonstrate higher levels of competence.

•

Training can help people specialize and pursue
opportunities that make use of individual talents
and skills.

•

It can also promote a better understanding of
management needs and problems.
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